I tested linkvalidator without being loaded in frontend and this still works. Also the schedular tasks still work.

I see no reason to have linkvalidator enabled in frontend.
Revision 8864e4e0 - 2011-12-21 10:30 - Philipp Gampe
[TASK] Do not load linkvalidator in frontend
Linkvalidator is a backend module and should not be loaded in frontend.
Change-Id: ldc1d51e48b5a74a1186121b7a7005c70e23a45f4
Resolves: #32628
Releases: 4.7,4.6,4.5

Revision 2d330a7c - 2011-12-21 10:52 - Philipp Gampe
[TASK] Do not load linkvalidator in frontend
Linkvalidator is a backend module and should not be loaded in frontend.
Change-Id: f165ba288491f20f9209cd898809041adf2bf3017
Resolves: #32628
Releases: 4.7,4.6,4.5

Revision e9067389 - 2011-12-21 10:52 - Philipp Gampe
[TASK] Do not load linkvalidator in frontend
Linkvalidator is a backend module and should not be loaded in frontend.
Change-Id: 165ba288491f20f9209cd898809041adf2bf3017
Resolves: #32628
Releases: 4.7,4.6,4.5

History
#1 - 2011-12-16 16:30 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from New to Under Review

Patch set 1 for branch master has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at http://review.typo3.org/7317

#2 - 2011-12-20 22:51 - Oliver Hader
- Target version changed from 4.7.0-alpha2 to 4.7.0-alpha3

#3 - 2011-12-21 10:18 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 2 for branch master has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at http://review.typo3.org/7317
#4 - 2011-12-21 10:30 - Anonymous
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved

Applied in changeset commit:093af8a277236a8d6f2ad99d41371470089b14d9.

#5 - 2011-12-21 10:30 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from Resolved to Under Review

Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_4-6 has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at http://review.typo3.org/7457

#6 - 2011-12-21 10:52 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_4-5 has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at http://review.typo3.org/7458

#7 - 2011-12-21 11:00 - Anonymous
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved

Applied in changeset commit:d7e3c7d8cb0c645c966db00ac83313bd526b50e1.

#8 - 2013-12-10 01:34 - Michael Stucki
- Category set to Linkvalidator

#9 - 2013-12-10 01:35 - Michael Stucki
- Project changed from Linkvalidator to TYPO3 Core
- Category changed from Linkvalidator to Linkvalidator

#10 - 2017-10-23 22:20 - Riccardo De Contardi
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed